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Summary 

Industrial companies need strong OT cybersecurity programs to deal with 
today’s sophisticated threat environment. Facilities have become prime tar-
gets for ransomware and sophisticated nation-state attacks. Insecure IoT 

devices, cloud connections, and increased use of 
remote access have exploded the pathways for 
attacks on critical systems.  

Many industrial facilities have invested in some 
basic cybersecurity defenses, but they lack the 
resources and security management tools to sus-
tain their effectiveness. Most facilities also lack 

the capabilities to rapidly detect and manage compromises before they create 
operational impact.  

Basic security programs may have been adequate for traditional, isolated OT 
systems, but modern developments  

demand extensive connectivity. This means that today’s OT systems face 
many of the same threats as IT systems and need comparable cyber defenses. 
Managers of industrial companies need to accept this fact and invest in more 
advanced cybersecurity capabilities that can enable active defense of critical 
facilities.  

This ARC report describes the major gaps in today’s OT cybersecurity pro-
grams and what’s needed for today and tomorrow’s more challenging threat 
environment. A review of Fortinet’s security offerings is included to show 
how one leading IT security company has developed OT cybersecurity offer-
ings that can help critical infrastructure operators ensure that their facilities 
remain safe and secure. 

Industrial companies require stronger OT 
cybersecurity programs to deal with today’s 
sophisticated threat environment. Managers 
need to accept this fact and invest in more 
advanced cybersecurity capabilities that can 
enable active defense of critical operations. 
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Today’s Threats Demand Better Industrial Cybersecurity 

ARC’s Industrial/OT Cybersecurity Maturity Model provides a useful tool 
for understanding industrial cybersecurity program requirements. This 
model provides a roadmap for implementing the security technologies, cy-
bersecurity management solutions, and human resources needed to support 
NIST cybersecurity framework recommendations. The colors in the model 
distinguish the basic passive defensive measures that are recommended to 
protect systems against conventional hackers, from the active defense capa-
bilities needed for more sophisticated attacks.  

A key goal of the ARC model is to highlights the need to maintain alignment 
of people, processes, and technology capabilities. Security technologies must 
be maintained to be effective and security teams need the right tools to effec-
tively perform these tasks. Likewise, cybersecurity professionals are only 
effective when they have good visibility of risks and the ability to rapidly 
isolate and remediate threats. The real effectiveness of a cybersecurity pro-
gram, or its maturity, is determined by the weakest element. 

As the figure shows, most industrial IT cybersecurity programs are signifi-
cantly more mature than those for OT. IT security programs include passive 
and active defenses. They also have teams of cybersecurity professionals and 
advanced cybersecurity management solutions that help them maintain se-
curity posture and manage attacks. Sophisticated attackers may compromise 

ARC Industrial/OT Cybersecurity Maturity Model 
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IT systems, but rapid detection, isolation, and remediation enable security 
teams to minimize the impact.  

OT Cybersecurity Technology Requirements 

The current state of OT cybersecurity places our critical infrastructure at risk 
of serious cyber incidents. And these risks are growing with more sophisti-
cated attackers, unmanageable IoT devices, and the proliferation of external 
connections. Closing the gaps between OT and IT cybersecurity programs is 
an urgent issue that every facility needs to address. ARC’s model highlights 
the kinds of improvements needed and the table above describes the capa-
bilities that organizations should look for in solutions they select in 
upgrading their OT cybersecurity technology stacks. 

Fortinet Helps Companies Close OT Cybersecurity Gaps 

US-based Fortinet is a leading supplier of networking and security products 
including next-generation firewalls, intrusion detection and prevention, 
SIEM, SOAR, Deception, etc. The Fortinet Security Fabric platform provides 
security integration and automation across their products and those offered 

http://www.arcweb.com/
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by notable OT security partners, such as Nozomi Networks, Claroty, Dragos, 
and Armis.  

ARC’s discussions with company executives revealed Fortinet’s deep under-
standing of the challenges OT security teams face. ARC was also impressed 
with the comprehensive suite of security solutions the company offers to ad-
dress OT security challenges. 

 
Fortinet Security Fabric Solutions for Operational Technology 

The following sections discuss how Fortinet’s Security Fabric Solutions ad-
dress the recommendations in this report. 

Asset and Network Visibility Solutions 
Fortinet's partnerships with leading OT security companies like Nozomi 
Networks, Claroty, Dragos, and Armis provides visibility capabilities that 
are pre-integrated with Fortinet’s Security Fabric. This allows Fortinet to of-
fer customers a range of OT visibility options and provides current users of 
these products with a convenient and seamless path to adopt the advanced 
security products, from Fortinet and other partners in Fortinet’s Security 
Fabric, which are needed to address the gaps in today’s OT security pro-
grams and achieve active defense capabilities.  

Endpoint Protection 
Fortinet’s FortiEDR provides enhanced endpoint protection for a wide range 
of OT assets. This product prevents, detects, and defuses threats while keep-
ing systems online across IT and OT environments. It comprehensively 
secures endpoints for pre- and post-infection and includes several key capa-
bilities for defending vulnerable OT endpoints. This includes ML-based next-

http://www.arcweb.com/
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generation antivirus, application communication control, automated EDR, 
real-time blocking, threat hunting, incident response, and virtual patching 
capabilities. These capabilities come in a lightweight agent that spans a vari-
ety of modern and legacy operating systems and ensures high availability of 
critical OT system assets like historians, jump boxes, engineering work-
stations, HMIs, and traditional IT systems that are commonly found in OT 
environments.  

FortiEDR leverages the Fortinet Security Fabric and integrates with many 
advanced security components, including FortiGate NGFWs, FortiSandbox, 
and FortiSIEM. FortiEDR has been successfully deployed in various indus-
trial environments, including manufacturing, automotive, water treatment 
plants, and life sciences industries. 

Network Security Solutions 
Fortinet is recognized as a leading supplier of networking products includ-
ing next generation firewalls and secure network switches that incorporate 
the powerful FortiOS operating system. While traditional security solutions 
are designed and intended for the world of offices and corporations, the For-
tiGate Rugged Series offers an industrially hardened, all-in-one security 
appliance that delivers specialized threat protection for securing critical in-
dustrial networks against malicious attacks. 

With FortiGuard’s Industrial Security Service enabled, the FortiGate (includ-
ing rugged, non-rugged, and VM series) NGFW supports policy setting for 
over 70 OT protocols, including deep packet inspection (DPI) and parameter-
based policies for Modbus TCP, IEC-104, and DNP3. The FortiGate NGFW 
also protects assets against over 500 known OT vulnerabilities using the For-
tiGate's Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) capability.  

The FortiGate Rugged 60F Series features an integrated hardware security 
module, also known as Trusted Platform Module (TPM), that hardens phys-
ical networking appliances by generating, storing, and authenticating 
cryptographic keys. Hardware-based security mechanisms protect these 
products against malicious software and phishing attacks. Fortinet prides it-
self on FortiGate's ASIC-based security processing units (SPUs) that 
accelerates processing of high throughput real-time OT network traffic.  

Fortinet’s network security solutions are managed through FortiManager. 
This solution can manage all Fortinet NGFWs and itis designed to meet the 

http://www.arcweb.com/
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needs of OT cybersecurity. The solution has a federated architecture that sup-
ports on-prem and cloud-based deployments and can be used as a totally 
disconnected product for isolated networks.  

Fortinet advised ARC that they are continuing to enhance their network se-
curity solutions to support OT needs. For example, FortiManager upgrades 
include a new Purdue model-based view for visualizing and monitoring OT 
network devices.  

Secure Connectivity 
As a leading supplier of network security solutions, Fortinet offers a broad 
range of solutions to ensure secure connectivity for all types of networks be-
ing adopted in modern industrial companies. This includes connections with 
mobile devices, cloud services, third-party sites, WAN, and connected work-
ers. Their products protect systems from attacks by malicious people and 
compromised devices and apps.  

ARC’s discussions with company executives demonstrated the company’s 
understanding of the challenges that OT security teams face in enabling con-
nected workers and their products for network access control (NAC), Multi-
Factor Authentication (MFA), Single Sign-On (SSO), and VPN can enable 
zero trust for all these interactions.  

Cybersecurity Management 
The Fortinet Security Fabric includes several highly relevant offerings that 
are applicable to IT and OT. Fortinet's product strategy includes putting OT-
specific capabilities into these products to simplify the management of threat 
detection, protection, and management. Examples include enhancements to 
FortiSIEM, FortiSOAR, and FortiDeceptor that leverage the Purdue Model 
and include the MITRE ATT&CK for ICS Framework for threat analysis. For-
tiDeceptor can also deploy decoys and lures that mimic OT devices such as 
HMIs, PLCs, and SCADA workstations. The ruggedized version of FortiDe-
ceptor can simulate up to 100+ decoys in one appliance. FortiManager and 
FortiAnalyzer present a single pane of glass for managing policies across IT 
and OT and for processing log data from both sides.  

FortiGuard Labs provides the threat intelligence foundation for Fortinet Se-
curity Fabric solutions to ensure that they are continuously updated with the 
latest threat-intel and protection information. This includes threats specifi-
cally related to OT industries.  

http://www.arcweb.com/
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Conclusion 

Threats to industrial operations have outpaced the capabilities of most OT 
cybersecurity programs. Most facilities lack the security resources, technolo-
gies, and cybersecurity management tools to defend operations against 
ransomware and sophisticated attackers. They also lack people and expertise 
to ensure security of new digital transformation efforts and expanded use of 
remote workers. Today’s OT security teams face the same security challenges 
as their IT counterparts and need comparable capabilities. No company can 
afford to ignore the growing risks of serious cyber incidents.  

This report provided ARC’s recommendations for what companies need to 
do to ensure that their OT cybersecurity programs can ensure safe and relia-
ble operations. The review of Fortinet’s products and services demonstrates 
that there are companies who offer solutions that can help end users make a 
smooth transition to required security capabilities. So, the biggest risk to crit-
ical infrastructure are users that ignore the urgency in addressing these 
critical issues. 

For further information or to provide feedback on this article, please contact your 
account manager or the author at srsnitkin@arcweb.com. ARC Views are published 
and copyrighted by ARC Advisory Group. The information is proprietary to ARC 
and no part of it may be reproduced without prior permission from ARC. 
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